School of the Arts
We are a center of artistic innovation.
Combining fine arts, communication and performing arts, the IU
Northwest School of the Arts prepares creative and civic-minded
students to thrive in the fast-paced field of arts, entertainment
and media.
Here, you will learn from leading experts and internationally
recognized artists―on a campus that celebrates creativity,
diversity, and ingenuity.
As a student, you’ll study, learn, and create in the newest addition
to our campus, the $45 million Arts & Sciences Building, featuring
state-of-the-art classrooms, study rooms, and studio spaces for
design, painting, sculpting, drawing, digital media, and photography.
Or, take center stage in our 500-seat professional theater that has
taken its place among the Chicago-area’s finest.

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS PROGRAMS
Art History
Communication
Dance
Fine Arts

Graphic Design
Music
Theatre

LIVING & LEARNING
Located approximately 35 minutes from downtown Chicago,
our students benefit from easy access to one of the country’s
great art centers. This close proximity manifests itself in many
ways throughout our program, from class trips to Chicago
museums, theaters and galleries, to the faculty and guest
artists we attract.
Our students define their place as artists and communicators
by highlighting their work on-campus at annual conferences,
gallery exhibits, through the WIUN radio station, and in theater
productions.

“Working side-by-side with internationally
known artists on campus and in
Chicago transformed me.”
ROBERT NAVA ’08, B.A. FINE ARTS
M.F.A. Yale University ’11
Artist, New York City
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THE VALUE OF

A SCHOOL
OF THE ARTS
DEGREE
Employment of arts, design,
and communication occupations
is projected to add about 124,000
new jobs nationwide.
The median annual wage for arts
and design occupations was $46,660
in May 2018—or 20 percent higher
than the median annual wage for
all occupations.
The median annual wage for media

The School of the Arts faculty are an

THE

MOST AFFORDABLE
FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE

impressive group of artists, designers,
and scholars engaged in their creative

IN INDIANA

work and renowned in their fields.

THEBESTSCHOOLS.ORG

Faculty accomplishments include
high level public commissions and

WORTH THE INVESTMENT
IU Northwest and realize that it is
within reach. There are lots of easy steps
you can take now to ensure attending
college is easier on your wallet.
Get a running start by learning about
the scholarship support and financial
aid available to you. One of the best places
to start: moneysmarts.iu.edu.

was $57,530 in May 2018—or nearly
annual wage for all occupations.
(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics)

collections of some of the most
prestigious museums in the world:

We encourage you to explore

and communication occupations
50 percent higher than the median

acquisitions to the permanent

Learn more about why you belong
at IU Northwest. Contact the
Office of Admissions today.
We’d love to see you!
Catch a glimpse of what life is like
at IU Northwest by scheduling

The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
Whitney Museum
of American Art
Museum of
Contemporary
Art Chicago
Museum of
Contemporary
Photography

a visit and taking a campus tour.

And many others.

Or, explore IU Northwest from

Our faculty have exhibited widely

your own computer. Complete

across the world, in addition to being

your CustomViewbook.

active members of the Chicago arts
and design community.

“Within my first two years at IU Northwest, I’ve starred
in two Theatre Northwest productions, and had the
unforgettable opportunity of stage managing alongside
Tony-nominated guest director, Sydney Chatman.”
MIA GODFREY
PERFORMING ARTS STUDENT
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